Horse Health Workshop

Saturday, February 8th
Registration 8:45 Program 9 am to noon
Red Wolf Room at Great Wolf Lodge Resort
1400 Great Wolf Drive, Wisconsin Dells

Vaccinations: A Prick in Time Saves Nine
Administration of yearly vaccinations are an important part of horse ownership. Learn about some of the different diseases that affect horses, and what vaccines your horses should receive based on the risk of exposure, and risk to other horses in your herd. Learn what vaccines provide the best protection and what the vaccine efficacy is for different diseases.

Jennifer Thompson, DVM, Fox Woods Equine Veterinary Care

Straight From the Horse’s Mouth: Equine Dentistry Is More Than Sharp Points
Dentistry in horses has come a long way in the last decade. A dental exam no longer just looks for sharp points. From balancing the mouth for maximizing performance comfort to treatment of periodontal disease, equine dentistry is now more focused toward prevention of dental disease and preservation of teeth. Learn about what problems can be found during a dental exam and what can be done about it.

Jennifer Thompson, DVM, Fox Woods Equine Veterinary Care

Parasites and management strategies for the little ‘buggers’
Do your horses have internal parasites? How do they affect my horse’s health? What management practices will help reduce the spread of parasites on my farm? To deworm or not to deworm? What is the best deworming protocol? In this session, we will talk about the common internal parasites, their life cycle, how they spread, and what management practices should be used to control the parasite load in your horses.

Liv Sandberg WI State Equine Extension Specialist

Register by Wednesday, February 5th
Katie Pfeiffer
(608) 355-3250 or katie.pfeiffer@ces.uwex.edu
505 Broadway Baraboo, WI 53965
$5 Cost of program includes coffee and donuts